Flowchart on Managing Child Protection Related Allegations against Staff
Process within London Borough of Barnet
Allegation made.
Manager discusses with Designated Manager
for CP/allegations against Staff

no
Meets criteria for referral
to LADO? 1
yes
Refer to LADO within 24 hours. Referral form sent to
Investigating Officer [(IO) 0208 359 6065. LADO to carry out
initial evaluation of referral information and give advice
no

Is this a complaint
that does not
involve staff?

no
Meets criteria for
further action? 2

yes
yes

Signpost to complaints procedure

LADO/IO to contact employer to give advice in terms of:

What to information to reveal to subject, parents, other
staff etc and how they get feedback at end of process

Grounds for suspension

Support for subject eg Unions, counselling

no

Is there a Disciplinary
case?

Informal action

yes

no
Does it meet the criteria
3
for suspension?

Does it meet the criteria
3
for suspension?

no

yes
yes
If not already suspended, Director/Headteacher in consultation
with HR to suspend in accordance with the disciplinary rules and
procedures

If not already suspended, Director/Headteacher in consultation
with HR to suspend in accordance with the disciplinary rules
and procedures

Disciplinary investigation and disciplinary action where required.
LADO convenes strategy meeting(s) to include:

consideration of criminal investigation

s47 child protection investigation

Disciplinary action

At the end of process to form a judgement re outcome:

Unfounded

Unsubstantiated/unproven (not malicious)

Unsubstantiated/unproven (malicious)

Substantiated (no risk to children)

Substantiated (risk to children)

no

yes
Dismissed, left or transferred?

Return to work and advise on
Standards

HR to refer to relevant
professional bodies (GTC or
GSCC) if meets criteria

no
Can the disciplinary progress at
this stage (may need to wait for
other formal process)?

Is the individual unsuitable
to work with children?

yes

yes
Refer to Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA) for
consideration of placing on Barred List.

no

Child at risk of
harm

Police investigation

LADO and HR to prepare case summary of allegation
and outcome. Send copy to individual, and place on
personal file. Retain file copy until retirement age or for
10 years which ever is the longer.

Police carry out criminal investigation
Child/ren at risk of significant harm and in need of
protection either single agency S47 investigation by IO or
referral to Referral and Assessment Teams (RATS)

Individual charged, cautioned, convicted or no action
taken

End

123

LADO
HR
Police
1

An allegation that a person working with children has: 1. Behaved in a way that has harmed or may have harmed a child. 2. Possibly committed a criminal offence relating to a
child. 3. Behaved in a way that indicated he/she is unsuitable to work with children ( Working Together 2006)
2
LADO to consider the following criteria: 1. A police investigation of a possible criminal offence. 2. Enquiries and assessment by children’s social care re whether a child/ren is in
need of protection/services. 3. Consideration by employer of disciplinary action with respect to the individual (Working Together 2006) 4. Complaints process
3
Suspension to be considered if: 1. Alleged offence is potentially Gross Misconduct 2. Alleged offence is potentially a criminal offence 3. A child is at possible risk of significant
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harm (Working Together 2006) 4 .Will protect the conduct of the investigation 5. Will protect the individual, organization or victim.

